Introduction
In GS1, GS2] we introduced several constructions for operator algebras, modeled on standard operations in algebraic topology: the cone C(A) over A, the (two point) suspension S(A), and the join A#B of A and B, all de ned below. Our original purpose was to investigate the cohomology of operator algebras, motivated by the connections with topology established earlier by Kraus and Schack KS] . In this paper we discuss the bounded automorphisms of these algebras. In many cases we are able to concretely determine the automorphism group Aut(A) of an operator algebra A (which is not usually possible), and an important consequence of our work is that it provides systematic ways to construct large classes of examples to illustrate various phenomena. For example, all automorphisms of cones over algebras are spatially implemented, while many joins have non-spatial automorphisms arbitrarily close to the identity automorphism.
An automorphism of A B(H) is spatially implemented by t 2 B(H) if
(a) = tat ?1 ; a 2 A; and the set of spatial automorphisms forms a subgroup of Aut(A), which we will denote by Spa(A). This group in turn has a distinguished subgroup Inn(A) consisting of the inner automorphisms, those which are implemented by an element of the algebra. We take the point of view that Spa(A) is well understood, and so we determine Aut(A) up to spatial equivalence: and are spatially equivalent if there exists 2 Spa(A) such that = .
Our aim is then to parameterize the equivalence classes of Aut(A) in a simple way. This is achieved by using the weak -Haagerup tensor product A w h B of operator algebras, introduced in BS] . The second section of the paper is devoted to a discussion of this tensor product, and to the justi cation of various manipulations which will be required subsequently.
A commutative subspace lattice L is a complete lattice of subspaces of a Hilbert space H whose corresponding projections all commute. The algebra of operators in B(H) which leave invariant each element of L is denoted Alg L. An algebra A B(H) is called a CSL-algebra if A is Alg L for some commutative subspace lattice L, and we note that such algebras are always unital and ultraweakly closed. They were introduced by Arveson Ar] as a generalization of nest algebras, and we also refer to D] for a good account of the theory. Since CSL-algebras carry the ultraweak topology as well as the norm topology, it seems natural to concentrate initially on the group Aut w (A) of normal automorphisms of A, those which are ultraweakly continuous. Often Aut(A) and Aut w (A) coincide, although we indicate by examples that this is not always the case. It is clear that Aut w (A) contains both Spa(A) and Inn(A). In general we append the subscript \w" to a space of maps to indicate that we are considering only those which are normal. In the third section we determine Aut w (A#B) for CSL-algebras A B(H) and B B (K) . This is expressed as a product of subgroups We then obtain a description of the full automorphism group in terms of completely bounded module maps. The rst cohomology group H 1 (A; V) of A with values in a module V is de ned to be the quotient of the space of derivations of A into V by the subspace of inner derivations. We also determine H 1 (A#B; A#B) and H 1 (A#B; B(K H)), as well as their normal counterparts, extending the work of GS2] where it was assumed that one of the algebras was nite dimensional. The answer is formulated in terms of the space of completely bounded maps on B(K; H) which are modular on the left with respect to A and on the right with respect to B, and a subspace identi ed with A 0 w h B 0 . We end the section by showing that isometric automorphisms of joins are spatially implemented by unitary operators.
In the nal section we present a rigidity result for CSL-algebras which says that spatial automorphisms su ciently close to the identity must be inner. For this we adopt a technique developed by Pitts, Pi] , who realized that information about A could be obtained by passing to the cone C(A) and exploiting the vanishing cohomology of this larger algebra GS1, Pi] .
Many of our results require the theory of completely bounded maps for which we refer to P], and the reader should consult BoD, D, DP, FM, GHL, GM, Pi, Po, Z] for earlier work on automorphisms and isomorphisms. In particular, FM] discusses derivations of some triangular Banach algebras which are examples of the joins introduced in GS2]. Throughout the paper we make the assumptions that all algebras are unital and all maps are bounded, so that we avoid discussion of algebraic, but possibly unbounded, automorphisms. We also assume that all Hilbert spaces are separable. Our results are valid in general, but this assumption allows us to deal with countable sums in the second and third sections rather than more complicated general sums over arbitrary index sets.
The weak -Haagerup tensor product
This section is devoted to a discussion of the Haagerup tensor product and the closely related weak -Haagerup tensor product. If H and K are Hilbert spaces, then the Haagerup norm on the algebraic tensor product B(H) B (K) and k u k cb = kuk h . This is an unpublished result of Haagerup H1, H2] , subsequently rediscovered in S]. The norm completion of (B(H) B(K); k k h ) is denoted by B(H) h B (K) , and the isometric map u ! u on B(H) B(K) then extends to an isometric map on B(H) h B (K) . Each u is ultraweakly continuous (which we will refer to as normal) but f u : u 2 B(H) h B(K)g may not account for the whole space CB w (B(K; H)) of normal completely bounded maps on B(K; H). In order to describe CB w (B(K; H)), we need the larger weak -Haagerup tensor product B(H) w h B(K), introduced in BS] . It is helpful to adopt a second point of view, which amounts essentially to a change of notation. For 1 n 1 let H n denote the direct sum of n copies of H, and then let t n 2 B(K n ; H n ) be the n-fold ampli cation of t 2 B(K; H). An by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Thus
The series and fb i g 1 i=1 is a strongly independent set then a i = 0 for all i (see S, Lemma 3.3]). We will have occasion subsequently to use strong independence to reach such a conclusion.
We refer the reader to ASS, E, EK, H1, H2, PS, S] for properties of the Haagerup tensor product and to BS] for the weak -Haagerup tensor product.
CSL-algebras
Let A B(H) and B B(K) be CSL-algebras. These algebras contain maximal self-adjoint subalgebras (masas) M and N of B(H) and B(K) respectively; there could be more than one masa in A or B so M and N denote xed but arbitrary choices. The join A#B of two CSL-algebras was introduced in GS2] and is de ned to be the subalgebra b 0 t a : a 2 A; b 2 B; t 2 B(K; H) of B (K H) . It is again a CSL-algebra. This de nition also applies to general operator algebras and we point out two special cases. If B = C we obtain the cone C(A) over A, while if B = D 2 , the algebra of 2 2 diagonal matrices, the resulting join is the suspension S(A) of A. These algebras were introduced and studied in GS1], motivated by KS].
In this section we investigate the derivations and automorphisms of joins of CSLalgebras. All CSL-algebras are ultraweakly closed and so it is natural to restrict attention to those maps which are ultraweakly continuous or, equivalently, normal. We will indicate with examples what can happen if this requirement is dropped.
Every derivation of an abelian von Neumann algebra into a dual normal Banach bimodule is inner R] and so the restriction of a derivation : A ! A on a CSL-algebra A to the masa M is implemented by an operator a 0 2 A. The derivation ? a 0 annihilates M, and its equivalence class in H 1 (A; A) (or H 1 (A; B(H)) is unchanged. We will assume that a derivation annihilates the given masa, and a well-known consequence is that is an M-bimodule map. This follows from the derivation equations Proof. From the preceding remarks, let : A#B ! A#B be a derivation annihilating N M and having the form b 0 t a = (b) 0 (t) (a) : Since is modular with respect to a masa, it is completely bounded, DP, Lemma 2.3] (see also S, Theorem 2.1] for a more general result), and so ; and are also completely bounded. Restriction of to the subalgebra B A shows that both and are derivations.
There must also be relations between ; and which we now determine.
The The map k ! (e h;k ) h is linear and bounded so there exists n 2 B(K) such that (e h;k ) h = nk; k 2 K:
Then (3.6) may be rewritten as The proof of the second isomorphism of the theorem is almost identical; the only di erence is that we no longer need to check that we remain within the module A#B at each step.
We now determine the normal automorphisms of A#B. If u is an element of the group (A 0 w h B 0 ) ?1 of invertible elements in A 0 w h B 0 , then
de nes a normal automorphism of A#B whose inverse is u ?1. This is easily checked, using the fact that u is a left A-right B module map. The general problem will be reduced to the following special case. so is spatially implemented by r ?1 . Similarly, multiplying (3.14) by g(n i ) and summing, we conclude that is spatially implemented by s.
Let be the automorphism of A#B which is spatially implemented by r 0 0 s ?1 . Then xes each element of B A so, by Lemma 3.2, there is an invertible element u 2 (A 0 w h B 0 ) ?1 such that = u : Set = ?1 , and we have reached the rst conclusion of the theorem. If = u with spatially implemented, then is spatially implemented if and only if the same is true of u . This is equivalent to u being expressible as a single tensor, as in the preceding lemma.
The following is a reformulation of Theorem 3.3. should be compared with a theorem of Zeller-Meier, Z], which asserts that automorphisms of a Banach algebra su ciently close to the identity are inner, provided that the rst cohomology group of the algebra over itself vanishes. Of course, Theorem 3.1 shows that this requirement is not ful lled here.
We end this section with a discussion of what happens if we drop the normality assumptions on derivations and automorphisms. Let L 1 (R) be the algebra of multiplication operators on H = L 2 (R) and let P be any norm one projection of B(H) onto L 1 (R) . Any such P is an L 1 (R)-module map and fails to be normal T]. Thus = I + (P=2) is an invertible non-normal L 1 (R)-module map on B(H). Then b 0 t a = 0 0 (t) 0 and b 0 t a = b 0 (t) a de ne respectively a derivation and an automorphism of L 1 (R)#L 1 (R) , neither of which is normal. Consequently, the normality hypotheses of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 are not vacuous.
For derivations, the argument that each is equivalent to one of the form b 0 t a = 0 0 (t m i e h;k n i is norm convergent, and the sum is thus a compact operator. The span of the rank one operators is norm dense in K(K; H), so maps K(K; H) to itself. We conclude that uv = vu = I I. From this it follows, as in Theorem 3.3, that and are spatially implemented. Thus, up to spatial equivalence, we may assume that has the form b 0 t a = b 0 (t) a :
The condition for to be an automorphism is that should be an invertible left A-right B (ii) In many cases all derivations and automorphisms of a CSL-algebra A are automatically normal. If A B(H) has an atomic masa M then M contains an increasing sequence of nite rank projections fp n g 1 n=1 tending strongly to the identity. Any M-bimodule map on A agrees with some u (u 2 M w h M) on A \ K(H): is completely bounded on A so its restriction to A \ K(H) has a completely bounded extension to an M-bimodule map on K(H), W] . If is non-normal then so is ? u . However,
for a 2 A, h 2 H. Thus = u and is normal, a contradiction. Our assertion follows readily from this.
In DP], Davidson and Power considered isometric automorphisms of CSL-algebras. For completely distributive lattices they showed that such automorphisms are normal and spatially implemented by unitary operators. A similar result is true for general joins, and we note that our approach is essentially the same as their earlier one. This contradiction proves the result.
(ii) First suppose that at least one of the operators, say s, has rank one. Then, by normality, s must be a multiple of a rank one projection p onto a subspace spanned by a unit vector h 1 . By scaling, we may assume that s = p. If the rank of t is at least two, then we may choose h 0 so that h 1 and th 0 are linearly independent. Now ph 0 is a multiple of h 1 so, by hypothesis, ph 0 = 0. Now let h " = "h 1 + h 0 for " > 0. Since ph " = "h 1 and th " = "th 1 + th 0 , it follows that "th 1 + th 0 2 spanfh 1 g:
Let " tend to 0 to obtain th 0 2 spanfh 1 g, contrary to the choice of h 0 . Thus t also has rank one, so is a projection q onto a subspace spanfh 2 g, after scaling. By (i), choose a vector h so that ph; qh 6 = 0. Then spanfph; qhg = spanfh 1 ; h 2 g forcing h 1 to be a multiple of h 2 . Thus p = q and s and t are linearly dependent.
This allows us to assume from now on that the ranks of s and t are both at least two.
Suppose that h 2 ker s, and choose h 1 ; h 2 so that sh 1 and sh 2 are linearly independent.
Then, for " > 0, s(h + "h 1 ) = "sh 1 so t(h + "h 1 ) 2 spanfsh 1 g. Letting " tend to 0, we obtain th 2 spanfsh 1 g. Similarly th 2 spanfsh 2 g and we conclude that th = 0. This shows that ker s ker t, and we deduce equality by interchanging s and t. By normality, ker s is invariant for s; s ; t and t , so the same is true of the orthogonal complement. By restricting s and t to this complement, we may make the further assumption that ker s = ker t = f0g:
Then, for any non-zero vector h, there is a unique constant f(h) such that sh = f(h)th;
and it is clear that f( h) = f(h) for any scalar 6 = 0. Suppose there exist h; k 6 = 0 such that f(h) 6 = f(k). From above h and k are linearly independent. Then
while s(h + k) = sh + sk = f(h)th + f(k)tk: It follows that th and tk are linearly dependent, and so the same is true of h and k since ker t = 0. This contradiction shows that the function f(h) is constant and so s and t are linearly dependent, as required. We note that normality is essential; if h and k are linearly independent vectors then e k;k and e k;h satisfy the second hypothesis but not the conclusion of the lemma.
We will also need the following result on isometries of B (K; H) n i n i 1, m i 2 M, n i 2 N. From S] we may assume strong independence of the sets fm i g q i=1 , fn i g q i=1 . Our aim is to prove that q = 1, so to arrive at a contradiction, assume q 2. Thus fm 1 ; m 2 g and fn 1 ; n 2 g are pairs of non-zero linearly independent normal operators. From Lemma 3.7 choose unit vectors h; k 2 K such that m 1 h, m 2 h 6 = 0 and fn 1 k; n 2 kg is a linearly independent set. Then km 1 e h;k n 1 + m 2 e h;k n 2 k = sup kxk=1 khx; n 1 kim 1 h + hx; n 2 kim 2 hk kn 1 kk km 1 hk + kn 2 kk km 2 hk: For equality to occur, it must be possible to choose unit vectors x 2 K so that simultaneously jhx; n 1 kij and jhx; n 2 kij are arbitrarily close to kn 1 kk and kn 2 kk respectively. By linear independence, this is clearly impossible, and we conclude that km 1 e h;k n 1 + m 2 e h;k n 2 k < kn 1 kk km 1 hk + kn 2 kk km 2 hk:
Since is an isometry, and clearly u and v are normal isometries, hence unitaries. Let be u v , so that is the identity on K(K; H) and is also a surjective isometry on B(K; H). If we can show that is the identity on B(K; H) then (3.20) will hold for t 2 B(K; H) and we are done.
Every operator in B(K; H) extends to an element of B(H), which is in the span of the unitary operators. Restricting back to K, we see that every operator in B(K; H) is in the span of the isometries. Thus, if is not the identity, there must be an isometry w 2 B(K; H) so that (w) 6 = w. Choose a unit vector k 2 K so that (w)k 6 = wk and consider t = w + e wk;k . Then ktk = 2, by evaluating at k. Since is an isometry, k (w) + e wk;k k = 2:
If fx n g 1 n=1 is a sequence of unit vectors such that lim n!1 k (t)x n k = 2; then, after multiplying by suitable scalars of modulus one, we must have lim n!1 x n = k in norm, so
But this is impossible, since (w)k 6 = wk. We conclude that is the identity on B(K; H). Theorem 3.9. Let It follows immediately that~ is the identity, so = ?1 and is implemented by the unitary operator v 0 0 u .
Spatial and inner automorphisms
In this section we will present a rigidity result for spatial automorphisms of CSLalgebras: if such an automorphism is su ciently close to the identity then it must be inner. We begin by recalling some facts about invariant means.
Let U be an abelian group of unitaries in B(H), endowed with the discrete topology. Then U is amenable, Gr], in the sense that there is a state on`1(U) satisfying we conclude that t; t ?1 2 A, showing that is inner.
We do not know if the constant c of this theorem is the best possible, but some restriction is necessary on the size of kI ? k. The spatial automorphism of the CSLalgebra D 2 of 2 2 diagonal matrices implemented by 0 1 1 0 is clearly not inner. In this case, kI ? k = 2.
